Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Grammar Skill

1. Does Anya have a roll in the film september.
2. My Mother found a penny, and a peace of orange
peel in my pocket.
3. The sun shown last saturday and brightened my
sole.
4. The beachs seam crowded but my Brother doesn’t
seem to care.
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7. I cannot see the Sunset through that dirty pain of
glass.
8. The wolfs hunted and attack their pray.
9. Fasten the tent to the poll so that we can sleep in
peace.
10. I dropped an apple peal and a roll into the Dogs
bowl.
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5. Did you tie a chord around that broken piece of
tile!
6. I wiped the soul of my shoe, and drop the shoe by
the pole.

TRANSPARENCY F2–4

THEME 2 Focus on Poetry

Correct two sentences each day.

Daily Language Practice
1. Does Anya have a roll in the film september.
Spelling Skill

ANNOTATED
VERSION

Grammar Skill

Does Anya have a role in the film September?

2. My Mother found a penny, and a peace of orange
peel in my pocket.
My mother found a penny and piece of orange peel in my pocket.

3. The sun shown last saturday and brightened my
sole. The sun shone last Saturday and brightened my soul.
4. The beachs seam crowded but my Brother doesn’t
seem to care. The beaches seem crowded, but my brother
doesn’t seem to care.

5. Did you tie a chord around that broken piece of
tile! Did you tie a cord around that broken piece of tile?
6. I wiped the soul of my shoe, and drop the shoe by
the pole. I wiped the sole of my shoe and dropped the shoe by
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7. I cannot see the Sunset through that dirty pain of
glass. I cannot see the sunset through that dirty pane of glass.
8. The wolfs hunted and attack their pray.
The wolves hunted and attacked their prey.

9. Fasten the tent to the poll so that we can sleep in
peace. Fasten the tent to the pole so that we can sleep in peace.
10. I dropped an apple peal and a roll into the Dogs
bowl. I dropped an apple peel and a roll into the dog’s bowl.
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the pole.

TRANSPARENCY F2–4

THEME 2 Focus on Poetry

Correct two sentences each day.

